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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter.
Snow skills course at Temple Basin– abseiling off
snow anchors; photo John Kerkhofs

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

Notices
FMC journal “Backcountry”
If you receive this journal from other sources/clubs because you are a member of multiple
FMC affiliated clubs, we would like to remove you from our club mail-outs of this journal
due to the increasing substantial cost of that service. If you contact the secretary of the
club or a committee member we will alter the mail list. The journal can also be read on-line
at the FMC website https://www.fmc.org.nz/backcountry/ (in arrears).

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
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New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $25 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Barney Stephenson, ph. 027 358 3281 .
Note: club gear assigned to you is your
responsibility; please take care of it. Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Saturday 28 September
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Ada/Sign of the Bellbird/Kennedy’s Bush: Departure Points:
“Z” Carlton Corner 8am or Halswell Quarry Car Park, Cashmere
Rd entrance 8.30am. The trip will start at the Halswell Quarry Park
and follow Kennedy’s Track to the Summit Road and up to Mt Ada
(467m). Great views of the surrounding area. Follow the Crater
Rim Walkway and look forward to lunch at the Sign of the Bellbird.
The return trip will involve doing a loop in the Kennedy’s Bush
Reserve and back to the cars via Kennedy’s Track.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 26 Sep
Map:
BX24
Approx: $5

Weekend 28-29 September
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Mueller Hut: We will leave Christchurch Friday after work and Grade: Moderate
stay at Unwin Lodge. On Sat morning we will climb up to Mueller
(requires
Hut and return to Christchurch on Sunday around 5pm.
snowskills)
Closes: 19 Sep
Map:
Approx: $45 plus
hut fees
Weekend 28-29 September
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes

Upper Nina Biv: From the NZDA Lodge on SH7 we will walk into Grade: Easy/Mod
the Nina Hut before dropping back down to the river and heading
at a slow
up to the Upper Nina Biv. Note there is an unbridged crossing of
pace
the Nina River after the Nina Hut.
Closes: 19 Sep
Map:
BU22 BU23
Approx: approx $40
Sunday 29 September
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #30: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to Grade: Moderate
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills.
but at an
easy pace
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be useful as the trip does Closes: 26 Sep
involve some bush bashing.
Map:
Bring your GPS and/or compass if you have one, but it is not Approx: $20
essential because they will be provided for the navigation part of
the exercise. We will stop at the Rangiora pub for tea and a
debrief on the way home because the trip lasts till 5 - 6pm
depending on your navigation skills.
NB - the trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
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Wednesday 2 October

Club Night

David Ellis from Earth Sea and Sky: Clothing, fabrics and climbing Mt Evans:
Tonight it’s great to welcome David Ellis from iconic NZ outdoor clothing company Earth,
Sea and Sky (ESS).
David will talk about the clothing they manufacture here in Christchurch, and about
changes to the fabrics used by the outdoor clothing industry. The move to environmental
“solutions” is seeing the industry going backward in terms of performance quality. This
has been a worry for ESS, and over the last 2 years shipments have been sent back to
the manufacturer due to fabric performance issues.
David will also talk about a recent trip in the spectacular mountains up the head of the
Rakaia River, ski touring up the Ramsay Glacier, over Erewhon Col and climbing Mt
Evans (2620m) with his wife Jane and youngest son Ben.
Doors open at 7.30 pm and David’s talk will start at 8.10pm. Refreshments provided as
usual. Come along for a great evening!
Saturday 5 October
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Hogs Back: From the access road just west of Castle Hill Village,
a track follows the Long Spur ridge line, then through beech
forest, crossing Long Creek and Waterfall Creek. We then go up
Hogs Back itself (1032m), traverse the ridge before crossing Hogs
Back Creek, up to Long Spur and rejoin the track back to the cars.
A mix of on and off track tramping. Round trip around 15kms,
500m height gain.
Sunday 6 October
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 3 Oct
Map:
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Goat Hill – a peak overlooking Otira village:

Grade: Moderate
Park next to Highway 73 at the foot of Barrack Creek. Follow the Closes: 3 Oct
Barrack Creek Route through the bush and continue over Pts Map: BV20 Otira
1392 and 1578. Follow the narrow ridge to Goat Hill (1656).
Return the same way or if we are quick enough, continue along
the ridge in a north easterly direction before following the ridge as Approx: $35
it swings round to the north, then descend to the Otira River valley
near Morrison Bridge.
Wednesday 9 October

Club Night

Is this how to make your old photos 2019?: After the CTC photographic weekend
Barney Stephenson has been digging into his box of old transparencies and cleaning the
mould, jam, fingerprints and dust off them with his computer. Here are a few results, and
with luck, accompanied by one or two stories of verticality and looseness provided by
someone whose natural state is to like comfy chairs and be s… scared of heights.
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Sunday 13 October
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Bryce Williamson 021-0232 2310
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Black Range via McKay Stream: Starting from the bridge over
SH73 near Cora Lynn, we will head up Broad Stream and then
McKay Stream to pick up a track though the beech forest and up
to Pt 1854m. A sharp turn to the north west will take us to another
Pt 1854m. If we are making good time we will head over Pt 1911m
and, with luck, to Mt Misery. Assuming good luck, we will descend
through the western side of Pylon Gully and back to the cars along
SH73. Otherwise, I am moderately confident that we will find
another way down.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 10 Oct
Map:
BV20
Approx: $25

Estimated 17km horizontal and 1500m total ascent.
ICE AXES AND CRAMPONS REQUIRED.
Wednesday 16 October

Club Night

Canary Islands - hiking from sand dunes to subtropical forest:
CTC member Michal Klajban will be showcasing his trip to the Canary Islands:
Geographically in Africa, culturally in Europe, the Canary islands offer hiking
opportunities that would take a few winters to tackle. On a very small area you can find
tracks going through volcanic desert, rocky coast, sand dunes, cactus fields, snowy
mountains or subtropical rain forest. Come to find out how I successfully tried to reach
the top of Mt Teide (3718m), why I didn’t reach the top of Mt Teide, how many days it
takes to circulate La Gomera on foot or what’s the secret of spending a winter with your
partner in an 8 m2 house and still want to go hiking together in the spring.
Saturday 19 October
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Panama Rock/Josef Langer Reserve (Banks Peninsula):

Grade: Easy/Mod
At 610m, Panama Rock (also known as Kellers Peak), is a lava Closes: 17 Oct
dome and part of the 500ha Josef Langer Reserve overlooking Le Map:
BX25
Bons Bay on the north eastern part of Banks Peninsula. Starting
Approx: $25
on Panama Road, the South Entrance Track takes us through to
the Langer Lodge from where we follow the Dyke Track up
through bush to Lavericks Ridge Road. After a short road walk,
join the Panama Peak Track to the top and enjoy expansive views
over Le Bons Bay, Lavericks Bay and as far as the Kaikouras.
Follow Kellers Track through regenerating bush, then South
Entrance Track back to the cars. Height gain approx. 400m.
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Sunday 20 October
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Norma Lewis Pass 1722m: Cross the Lewis River on the Grade: Moderate
swing bridge near the NZDA hut on Highway 7. Then climb Closes: 17 Oct
through the bush and along the ridge to Mt Norma. Return the
BT23 Lewis
same way or we have the option of descending via the ridge on Map:
Pass
the true left of Lucretia Stream if we’re up for it.
Approx:
Wednesday 23 October

Club Night

Free Evening so far: Currently there’s nothing booked in for this evening, but the social
convenor is waiting for a couple of people to get back to him as we go to print, so watch
this space... Regardless of whether we have a talk, the club meets as usual - there’s
always recent trips to discuss, and we can reconvene in the pub if it’s quiet!
Long Weekend 25-27 October
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Centennial Hut (Franz Josef Glacier):

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)

Labour weekend above Franz Josef Glacier.

Travel to Franz Fri evening, helicopter up to Centennial Hut on Sat
11 Oct
morning. Organise trips from there or just hang out and enjoy the
BX16
view. Grade will range from easy (hang out at the hut, glacier Map:
walking) to hard (climb one of the 2600m+ peaks nearby).
Approx: $465
*Snow skills required*
The $465 amount covers return trip on the helicopter, two nights in
the Hut and petrol costs for vehicles. There is a tenting option
which will reduce this amount by $40. NZ Alpine Club members
will also be less. We will be back in ChCh around 5:30-6pm
Monday.
Long Weekend 26-28 October
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Barker Hut Glacier Weekend (Alternate trip):

Grade: Moderate easy pace
**This will be the alternate trip if the Centennial Hut trip is
(snow skills,
rescheduled due to weather**
ice axe,
Depart Sat morning from Caltex Russley and head to Klondyke
crampons
Corner. Spend the night at Carrington Hut then up the White River
Closes: 17 Oct
to Barker Hut on Sun. From the hut we can look at summiting a
BV20 Otira
nearby peak, take a walk on the White or Marmaduke Glacier or Map:
just hang out at the hut Sun afternoon. We’ll come all that way out Approx: $35 + hut
that Monday so it will be a longish tramp out of approx. 23 kms.
fees
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Long Weekend 26-28 October
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Fowler Hut Basecamp (Labour Weekend):

Grade: Moderate+
The Fowler hut is a historic musterer’s hut in the St James Closes: 17 Oct
Conservation area, above Hanmer Springs on Tophouse Road. Map:
We will use the hut as a base to undertake 3 x days of mod+
Approx: Approx $45
tramps, depending on the weather and the levels of enthusiasm.
The two room hut has a cosy open fire but no bunks so a camp
chair plus an air mattress would be good idea – there is plenty of
space for tents, if any other trampers, hunters or horse riders are
in residence.
This is an ideal opportunity for people to tackle several good day
trips in this remote area without having to either cart a large pack,
or spend hours travelling in a car.
Saturday 26th - Peters Pass, Tonga Hill, Mt Sadd, Mt Horrible &
Samoa Mound circuit. How many NZ trampers can boast that they
have walked from Tonga to Samoa in a day? This is your chance
to add the Sadd Horrible winter trip from Tonga to Samoa to your
CV. It will be a reasonably long day with some rock scrambling
over Mt Horrible, before heading to Fowler Hut for the evening.
There is a suitable “bail out” route down the Edwards River if Mt
Horrible is a step to far for some.
Sunday 27th - Mt Sebastopol 1430m Out of bed early before a
bracing crossing of the Clarence River. Once dry socks and boots
are fitted the route will be across farm land, over the low saddle
and up the valley to camp overnight under Mt Sebastopol. Next
morning climb Mt Sebastopol before dropping back down to the
campsite and back to Fowler hut. A nice Plan B would be the Mt
Seymour, Blue Mountain, Duncan Stream loop, with possibility of
a look at Mt Kruse. A nice moderate alternative for those not
wanting to have an early morning crack at Mt Sebastopol.
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Multi day trip 26-31 October
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

Alps to Ocean MTB ride: This ride is relatively easy and downhill Grade: MTB
in this direction The plan is to travel to Mt Cook on Sat 26, Closes: 17 Oct
hopefully after dropping another car off at Oamaru for the return
Map:
shuttle.
Approx: Approx
Public transport is available but time consuming day 2 is 89km to
$215 +
Twizel. Stay at the camping ground day 3 is 83km Twizel to
accomodati
Oamarama stay at the camping ground day 4 is 92km Oamarama
on
to Duntroon stay at the camping ground day 5 is 54km Duntroon
to Oamaru and the sea. Stay at the camping ground day 6 Oct
31st return to Chch
I’m a bit flexible on the dates between Oct 26 and Nov 2 so let me
know if something else is more suitable.
Sunday 27 October
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Alford: At 1171m, this minor peak is in the Alford Range,
halfway between Mt Hutt and Mt Somers. We will access it via an
easement across private land and then through the Alford Scenic
Reserve – small, but includes some good stands of beech. There
is a 4WD track up part of the way to 900m, then a route through
sub alpine vegetation to the Summit which affords great views of
the surrounding area. 600m height gain, return the same way.
Sunday 27 October
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 24 Oct
Map:
BX20
Approx: $20

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour #31: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to Grade: Moderate
do about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills.
but at an
easy pace
Bring your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour – some pre-torn clothes may be useful as the trip does Closes: 24 Oct
involve some bush bashing.
Map:
Bring your GPS and/or compass if you have one, but it is not Approx: $20
essential because they will be provided for the navigation part of
the exercise. We will stop at the Rangiora pub for tea and a
debrief on the way home because the trip lasts till 5 - 6pm
depending on your navigation skills.
NB - the trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
NB - this wil be the last TORTIS Tour for 2019.
Wednesday 30 October

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Come along for your newsletter, club business and
refreshments. Doors open at 7.30 pm.
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Saturday 9 November
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Nikau Palm Gully: Here is your chance to see this little gem in
the Akaroa Heads scenic zone with big cliffs, sea birds, palm trees
and more. The gully is acclaimed as one of the best forest
remnants in Canterbury with an amazing collection of huge nikau
palms. Follow a farm track from Onuku Farm Hostel, winding in
and out of headlands with good views of Akaroa Harbour as well
as along the sea-cliff faces. Walk down a staircase, through the
gully itself and out onto a headland, giving good views of the nikau
palms. The return trip follows the “Blue Track” up to a high point,
then a short section of the Banks Peninsula Track back to the
hostel.
Long Weekend 15-17 November
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 7 Nov
Map:
BY25
Approx: $20

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Two Thumbs Range (Show Weekend):

Grade: Moderate

A great chance to walk a section of the Te Araroa trail including its Closes: 7 Nov
highest point 1925 metres over the Stag Saddle. The trip covers Map:
over 50km in 3 days from the Bush Stream car park in the
Approx: Approx $70
Rangitata Gorge carpark to the Round Hill car park near
LakeTekapo. For the more energetic tramper there may be a
chance to climb Mt Hope 2086 metres on the way past. The trip
will be a mixture of stream valley and tussock top travel, plus
multiple river crossings with the opportunity for an overnight stay
in classic musterer’s huts.
It will be run as a crossover trip with numbers restricted to 10
trampers due to limited hut capacity.
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Multi day trip 27 December-5 January
Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
Departure point: Queenstown Airport 11am on
tortistours@gmail.com
Dec 27
Post Christmas & New Year’s Southern Tramp: After a family Grade: Moderate
Christmas gathering my plan is to drop my wife off at the Closes: 19 Dec
Queenstown airport on the 27th Dec and then spend 10 days
Map:
tramping in the Southland – Otago area.
Approx: $TBC
My Plan A is Lake Nerine and 5 Passes via the Valley of the Trolls.
However if previous attempts are anything to go by I could end up
doing any number of other trips chasing the good summer
weather. So just like Frodo I have room in my car for 4 x tramping
companions to join me on a LOTR (ladies only trans-alpine
ramble). My multi days summer trips are not so much hard core
expeditions but walking holidays which will generally include a
number of rest days eg camping by a lake or river. These trips are
run at such a pace that the idea is that at the end of the trip you
should be able grab some clean clothes, fresh food and do the trip
again.
More detail on what these trips entail can be gained by talking to
“survivors” of previous summer trips or contacting the trip leader.
So if you are up for the challenge book your partner into rehab,
send the kids off to summer camp, drop the dog off at the vet, sort
out some transport down to Queenstown and organise the time off
work so that you can have a crack.
Succesful LOTR companions will have proven tramping skills and/
or determination necessary to complete a multi day trip. The ability
to provide fruit cake for supper and discuss the various merits of,
and differences between the 1969 and 2010 True Grit movies over
a cup of tea by a camp fire would be an advantage.
Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070; tortistours@gmail.com

Trip Reports
Avalanche Awareness course 24-25 August:
The long-planned and once-postponed Avalanche Awareness course was finally
happening! The usual story for this winter – there wasn’t enough snow, and we could have
climbed up a bit higher to find some, but then the weather turned nasty as well and that
was that. We watched the forecast for the weekend with increasing trepidation – Saturday
was looking OK but Sunday was going to be a bit dismal. We were going regardless.
We arrived at the CTC Lodge in Arthurs Pass on Friday night, and Alan from Outdoor
Education New Zealand started teaching us about the various types of avalanches,
causes, what to look for, etc. It was a good introduction before heading out into the field to
see it for real.
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The next morning we ran through the avalanche and weather forecasts and learned what
to look for and how to interpret them, and then headed off to Temple Basin ski-field to get
started. It was a beautiful day as we headed up the sloped, stopping at various places to
assess the terrain and understand where the avalanche risks were. About halfway up it
was time to fit crampons as it was getting a bit slippery. Yay! I have new crampons that I’ve
been dying to use, but to my great embarrassment I had a complete mental blank and
couldn’t figure out how to fit them. It was a complete mystery! I gave up and went to ask
Alan for help, and as I put them down I realized I’d had them back to front. Fortunately I
recognised that before Alan pointed it out, so I think I slightly redeemed myself.
Once on the ski-field we settled down to the nitty-gritty of using avalanche transceivers.
I’ve owned one for a few months, but I don’t know anybody else who owns one, so I’ve
been keen to get out and practise. This involves one team member burying a transceiver
somewhere, and the other team member then having to find it. A few rounds of that and we
were doing OK. Next up was digging out the victim. We learned the basic technique of
digging downhill from the victim and then shoveling as much snow as possible, as fast as
possible, individually, and then working in teams. Of course, you can’t shovel massive
quantities of snow without having a snow fight, but technically that’s not part of the
approved rescue technique. That pretty much wrapped up day one, and we headed back
down the hill and returned to the CTC Lodge at Arthurs Pass for dinner.

Practising moving large amounts of snow quickly to rescue victim – photo John Kerkhofs

Day two dawned with a bit of drizzle slowly turning to rain, pretty much what the forecast
had predicted. The plan was to go to Broken River as it was going to be dry, being further
to the east. The only issue was that two of our cars didn’t have chains, but we got to the
lower car park OK and it’s only a short walk to the upper car park. From there we fitted
crampons and carried on up into (if I recall correctly) Arthur’s Basin, just below Hamilton
Peak, reviewing potential avalanche hazards along the way. In the basin we headed
upwards in two teams, being left to choose our own routes. My team took the riskier
avalanche side while the other team took the more conservative non-avalanche side.
There was actually no risk, but our side was the one where the avalanches would have
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been had the conditions been right, and it was good practice at spreading out and finding
islands of safety.

Locating a buried ‘victim’: (featuring Zack and Barrie) – photo John Kerkhofs

Once we got up to where we were headed to it was a bit cold and windy, so we dropped
back down the basin a bit for a bit of lunch before getting stuck into dealing with multiple
burials. As the name suggests, this is where more than one person has been swept away
by an avalanche. Alan led a few of the team some distance away while the searchers
turned their backs so they wouldn’t know where they buried the transceivers. When they
returned, the searchers were dispatched to rescue the buried crampon bag and backpack
while the rest of us looked on and critiqued their performance. There was a hilarious
moment when somebody laid a probe down on the snow and it promptly took off, slithering
its way down the slope at a very rapid pace. We watched it until it stopped, fortunately still
in view. We were heading back that way, so no big problem.
That wrapped it up for the day. We trudged back down to the car park, picking up the
escaped probe along the way. We were all awarded a certificate attesting to our
avalanche awareness, and then we headed back home via the Sheffield pub. The course
had been very educational, but there is a lot more learning required to understand what is
a very complex subject. A big thanks to Alan and Outdoor Education New Zealand for
putting this course together for us, and also to Barry for organising a trip that was a bit
more complex than your standard overnight trip.
The trip participants were: Barry Watson (Leader), Alan Haslip (Instructor from OENZ,
Emma Rogers, Monika Bratownik, Sanita Deksne, Zack Williams, John Kerkhofs (Scribe
and photographer)
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Intermediate Snow Skills course 31 Aug-1 Sept:
The long-planned and once-postponed Intermediate Snow Skills course was finally
happening! And you’ll notice that that the start of this report is identical to last week’s
report. That’s because this course was also postponed due to lack of snow and inclement
weather. This postponement had a flow-on effect as well - Monika and I had been
depending on completing this course prior to tacking an ascent of Rolleston Low Peak, but
the risk profile was not too good without learning some more essential skills. The weather
sealed the fate of that trip, but Rolleston is not going away. But on to the trip that actually
happened.
We once again arrived at the CTC Lodge in Arthurs Pass on Friday night, where Alan and
Keiran from Outdoor Education New Zealand discussed with us what we were getting
trained on, and took care of distributing the necessary gear to those who needed it.
Avalanche Transceivers are mandatory for this type of adventure, so it was good that
some of us had already had that training last week. The others got some basic instruction
before setting out. A relaxed start at 08:00 on Saturday morning was arranged.
The weather was stunning on Saturday morning as we made our way to the goods lift at
Temple Basin. All our gear that wasn’t required during the day went up on the lift, saving us
having to haul it all up to the lodge. We then made out way to the car park and set off up to
the skifield, stopping along the way for instruction in walking with crampons. We learnt
techniques that aren’t covered in the basic training I did last year, and we would put these
to good use over the next couple of days. From the basic walking we moved on to steeper
slopes and front-pointing, and then worked out way over to the lodge for a bite of lunch
and to claim bunks for the night. I got the top (3rd level) bunk with a view of the mountains,
but of course I wasn’t spending daylight hours in bed so it didn’t really mean that much.
After lunch we headed out to learn about making snow anchors - vertical pickets, Tanchors, buried ice-axes, and snow bollards. To prove our faith in the anchors we built, we
abseiled off them - repeatedly. What fun!
Dinner in the lodge that evening was pretty good - Spaghetti bolognese and salads, pretty
good fare, although the rice pudding didn’t have many fans. That probably accounts for the
run on the chocolate brownies that put in a late appearance, although by that stage I was
too full to try them. I’d finished my rice pudding because I’ve been trained to clear my plate
- I can always hear Mum reminding us of “the hunger winter of 1945” when they were
starving. There was a hilarious pre-dinner safety briefing that was constantly interrupted by
the people who had had a wine tasting session in the next room, with the speaker
constantly shouting at them to settle down and shut the **** up, to great amusement. The
essence of the briefing was that fire is a bad thing, and we would have to deal with it
ourselves if it happened. We were warned to keep warm clothing close by, because if we
had to evacuate, “it would be ironic to die of hypothermia when escaping from a fire”.
There was also a prize-giving for the ski club who had packed out the lodge, so it was a
fairly rowdy night.
After dinner The Eastern were going to play, and I’ve always enjoyed their music, but
unfortunately they were going to set up right where our dinner table was located, so we
were left seatless. As it was getting noisy and we were planning a somewhat earlier start
than the skiers, we headed off to our beds in a separate building. A number of us went to
the quiet lounge in that building and settled down for a session of Codecracker, the
addictive game that I got a number of people hooked on a few weeks ago. Gradually we all
drifted off to bed.
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Sunday morning was another cracker of a day. We had planned to leave at 8 am, but the
cooked breakfast didn’t start until 7:30, so it’s fair to say that we might have been delayed
a bit. We also had to have everything packed when we left, and bags had to be
transported to the goods lift before we could leave. When we did get moving, we started
heading up from the lodge to a steep gully where we could practice belaying and climbing
with two ice axes. I teamed up with Barney, and we decided that I would lead first. As I had
the rope in my backpack, I had to carry Barney’s backpack up, and we’d buried my axe to
use as an anchor so I had to use his instead. It taught me that I prefer to use my own gear,
and I especially missed my camera that was attached to my backpack. I climbed up, put in
a runner, and then climbed up further to set up a seated body belay to bring Barney up.
Sitting in the snow getting cold and wet is not great fun, and it seemed to take an age for
Barney to climb up to a position where I could get off the snow and that out my frozen
bum. I’ll bet he felt the same about belaying me as well.
From the top of that first climb we continued up until we found a long enough vertical drop
where we could practice arresting a fall into a crevasse, which kept us amused until
lunchtime. After lunch we found an even higher drop and used that to practice not only
arresting the fall but building a snow anchor and transferring the load to it, all while lying
face-down on the snow holding the fallen climber. It was a lot harder than I imagined, and
the pain in my lower back and hips was terrible. I imagined that Barney was carrying a
baby elephant when he fell into the crevasse, and judging by the marks around his waist,
he thought exactly the same when he was holding my fall.

Zack front-pointing up the slope – photo John Kerkhofs

When enough people had jumped into the fake crevasse we headed back down the
mountain to the cars, but that wasn’t the end of the day. Al the gear that had been hired
from OENZ had to be returned, and then we had a debrief with our instructors. What did
you like about the course, what were the key learnings, etc. I won't go into detail, but it was
a great course, tailored to what we wanted to learn, and we packed in a fair amount. We
weren't in a rush to leave as we’d heard that Porters Pass was closed due to a large fire,
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but we heard that one lane was open at the time that we left. By the time we reached the
Sheffield Pub they were busy in the restaurant and there was a 45 minute wait anticipated
for food, so we carried on to Darfield and found a slightly less busy pub where we quickly
got a meal and then carried on to Christchurch.
Another very educational course, and I think that the general feeling is that we all want to
get out and practise and learn more. It is a very complex subject. Alan, Kieran, and
Outdoor Education New Zealand delivered a magnificent course; a big thanks to them, and
also to Barry for again organising this marvellous training event.
The trip participants were: Barry Watson (Leader), Alan Haslip and Kieran McKay
(Instructors from OENZ), Emma Rogers, Monika Bratownik, Zack Williams, James Atlas,
Allen Lim, Barney Stephenson, and John Kerkhofs (Scribe and photographer)

Lake Emily and Manuka Hut 7 Sept:
I’ve had a few complete weekends out tramping recently, and I was determined to get in
some family time on Sunday, so I opted to join Mike’s easy Saturday trip to Lake Emily and
Manuka Hut in the Hakatere Conservation Park. It was a popular trip with 18 participants,
although I can’t recall the name of the 18th person. Perhaps I miscounted? It’s happened
before, but as I wasn’t leading the trip it wasn’t an issue for me; it’s the leader who has to
have an accurate count. There was also a dog who informally joined us for most of the trip,
name unknown but he appeared to be a resident of Castleridge station where the trip
started.

Lake Emily - photo John Kerkhofs

It was a bit cloudy as we started walking with the tops of the mountains making only an
occasional appearance. The first part of the walk was on a deeply rutted and muddy fourwheel drive track, not great for walking, but it forms part of the Te Araroa Trail, so I can
claim to have walked another very small section of it. At the rate I’m going I should have it
finished by the end of the century. As we walked it became obvious that the dog had taken
a liking to us, and although he was running about all over the place, he was definitely part
of our group. The clouds started clearing during the morning, and by morning tea time
were largely gone, revealing great views of the Mt Somers Range, and in the other
direction the Arrowsmith Range. During morning tea there was a lot of barking, which
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investigation revealed was due to a possum that the dog had bailed up in a tall matagouri
bush. Some prodding with sticks encouraged the possum out of the bush where it was
promptly dealt to by the dog, who was undoubtedly grateful for the free lunch.
On we went to Manuka Hut on the banks of the Stour River, with great views of the Mt
Somers Range. It hadn’t been long since morning tea, but the plan had always been to
stop there for lunch, so we went with the plan. As we ate the dog flushed out a rabbit that
ran up the hill at a great speed. The dog chased enthusiastically, but his tracking skills
seemed somewhat deficient as he was sniffing around bushes that the rabbit had left
behind some time ago. I suspect that the rabbit survived the encounter and the dog
eventually gave up and joined us at the hut.

After lunch we made our way back to the cars partly along the track we had walked in on
with a brief diversion along the Stour River. The dog left us somewhere soon after leaving
the hut; he’d been with us for a good 10 km and had done plenty of extra distance with all
his running around, not a bad effort at all. On the way home we made the usual stop at
the Railway Hotel in Rakaia for some refreshments. It was a pleasant walk on a beautiful
day with good company. Thanks to Mike for doing the organising.
Trip statistics
•Distance Walked: 19.3 km
•Min Elevation: 633 m
•Max Elevation: 810 m
•Elevation gain: 502 m
•Total walking time: 6 h 33m
•Total stopped time: 2h 18 m
The trip participants were: Mike Newlove (Leader), Scott Esser, Penny Coffey, Barney
Stephenson, Jon Fellows, Julie Spruyt, Jimmy Philpott, Susana Oliviera, Simon Thomas,
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Connor Watson, Bernhard Parawa, Elaine Booker, Chantal McCarthy, Kerrie Maynard,
Scott Fowler, Kathy Basire, an unknown 18th person, a dog with no name, and John
Kerkhofs (Scribe and photographer)

Dry Stream Circuit – near Castle Hill Peak 7 Sept:
CTC day trip, 11.0 km and 1140 m total ascent over 6 hours and 35 minutes. Nine
participants: Chris McGimpsey, Warwick Dowling, Kelly Purdie, Rodney Erickson, Grant
Barrie, David Sutton, Susan Pearson, Bill Johnson and Bryce Williamson.
In April 2019, a group of CTC’ers climbed Castle Hill Peak via Ghost Creek. It was a
sufficiently interesting trip to cause me to think that Dry Stream, a couple of kilometres
closer to Christchurch, might make another interesting scrambly route to the highest peak
on the Torlesse Range. An intended attempt in August was scuppered by the weather, so I
rescheduled it for Sunday, 8 September. As it eventuated, the weather forecast convinced
me to move the trip a day earlier.
Half a dozen of us left Carlton Corner Z station a bit after 8 am, picking up David and
Grant at the Yaldhurst-Russley Road intersection and then Rodney at Sheffield (where
some of us slipped into the pie shop for takeaway second breakfasts). At 9:40 am we
were footing it up the gravelly bed of Dry Stream, initially along a well-defined four-wheel
drive trail. The valley soon narrowed up to a steep-sided gorge with a few moderately
sized pools and some small waterfalls. About 1 km and 15 minutes into the trip, mostly to
keep our boots dry for the snow a higher altitudes, we scrambled up the steep, rocky then
scrub-shrouded right bank of the stream.

30 minutes later, we dropped down to the open and easy upper valley. An hour after
leaving the cars, and about 2 km up the stream, we reached a fork bisected by a ridge that
I took to be the route to a broad local summit on the spine of the Torlesse Range about
700 metres north of Foggy Peak. Part way up the ridge was a tantalisingly elegant
crenulated bluff, so, despite Susan’s warnings that it wasn’t the right way, up we headed.
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Initially, we climbed a steepish slope of crumbly greywacke and argillite, then through a
band a mixed scrub and on to steep scree that led to the bluff.
At 11:15 am we had clambered up the bluff and took a 15 minute morning scrog stop.
Then onward over scree lightly dusted with snow. At about 1450 m, 100 m below the
broad local summit above us, we turned sharply east and contoured round to a broad
saddle.
There was not much snow, but recent precipitation had adorned the tussock and
Spaniards with beautiful rime ice, which looked very delicate but was actually rigid and
robust.
I was a bit confused that I couldn’t see Foggy Peak off to our right; then I realised that it
was the rounded mound, directly in front of us. Susan had been correct -- we had started
our ascent too soon. Never mind – it was a fun route, and the one that I had intended to
climb can wait till a later trip.
The cloud was now well dispersed and it was good to have the warming sun, but the light
south-westerly breeze was icily cold. Rather than ascend Foggy Peak, we skirted around
its north-westerly slopes, finding a sunny spot in the lee of a convenient outcrop that was
perfect for lunch (although, apparently, no one told Susan it was lunch break). We enjoyed
lunch over about 30 minutes with views across to the Craigieburn Range and beyond.
At 1:15 pm we headed off to the broad saddle directly north of Foggy Peak. I messed
around repacking for longer than the others and was quite a way behind them when I saw
that they had turned back and were sitting down to don crampons. The surface at the
saddle was rigid with the same ice that had decorated the vegetation. The breeze at the
saddle was stronger and much colder -- even with gloves on, my hands went numb as I
fitted my crampons.
At 1:50 pm we regathered at the bottom of the climb to Pt 1842 m and my warming hands
were excruciating painful.
There was little enthusiasm to continue on to Castle Hill Peak in the cold. So, rather than
climbing to Pt 1842m, most of us contoured at about 1800 m to the Mt Plenty ridge, which
we started to descend at about 2:15 pm.
At Pt 1528 m, we stopped for about 15 minutes to de-crampon and regroup.
The remainder of the route over Mt Plenty was mostly on tussock with patches of slushy
snow. From about 1060 m, several of us ducked down a steep 250-m scree slope of
mixed quality, which took us to Dry Steam about 500 m from the cars. I reached the cars
at 4:15 pm, 15 or 20 minutes after the faster descenders.
The trip back to Christchurch was interrupted by the requisite stop at Sheffield Hotel for
hamburgers and beverages.
--Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Mon Sep 09 2019
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Traverse above Dry Stream – photo Bryce Williamson

Alan’s Surprise Snowy trip (near Castle Hill Village) 15 Sept:
I parked my car in Derby St just before 07:00, having carefully noted the early departure
time of this trip. As I started to get my backpack out of the car, I cast en eye across
Papanui Rd to the Z station and thought it looked suspiciously empty. Out with the
smartphone and onto the CTC website to check the trip register - Curses! I should be at
Caltex Russley, a good 10 - 15 minutes away. dashed off a quick text to Alan - I’ll be there
soon! Not a terribly good start to the day, and it was merely the first of my misfortunes. At
least I’d elected to be a passenger on this trip, so I could relax for the rest of the drive to
Castle Hill Village. Chris, Bryce and John W had been in Arthurs Pass on Saturday and
joined us at Castle Hill Village for this Sunday walk.
The weather had been a bit off for the last few days and there was some avalanche risk,
so the trip was planned to go into a low-risk area, up Long Spur to Mt Cloudsley. The rain
had cleared even before we left Christchurch and it looked like being a fine day, although
over Porters Pass we descended into fog. This soon cleared, but as we started up the
Hogsback Track and then moved onto Long Spur we were back in the clouds. As we
ascended we gradually climbed out of the cloud to wonderful views of the Craigieburn and
Torlesse Ranges, and beyond.
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View towards Lake Coleridge taken from near peak of Mt Cloudsley – photo John Kerkhofs

The muddy track dried out as we left the forest and gradually we reached the snowline. It
was never necessary to use the crampons, disappointing in some ways, but I find that the
walking becomes quite an effort in crampons so I wasn’t entirely unhappy. On the way up
a second misfortune befell me - my walking poles had been troublesome with the bottom
sections coming loose, and Leki had generously replaced them under warranty even
though they were over a year old. This time it didn’t just come loose, the bottom section
just fell right off! Being reduced to one walking pole didn't help my speed at all; I was
already struggling a bit with the climb and was the last to the summit.
After a good lunch at the top it was time to head for home. The wind had been picking up
and there was quite a lot of spindrift, making it a bit unpleasant to be sitting still for long.
As I made my way downhill I missed a step and came down a bit awkwardly on my left leg
and promptly fell over. Not an unusual occurrence for me, but this time my left thigh was
very painful and I had trouble walking. Mishap number three! I limped over to Alan and
Bryce, and after some discussion a diagnosis of cramp was offered, whereupon Byrce
gave me a sachet of electrolyte to swallow. “Should kick in after about 30 minutes”. I
moved on, but the cramp kept coming back spasmodically, and as we crossed the scree
heading for Long Creek I kept stopping with severe cramps in both legs. There was
nothing I could do but rest up for a few minutes each time until the pain subsided. This
went on for about an hour and stopped entirely after reaching the stream, after which it
was a relatively easy walk out with minimal height gain.
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Route map

On the way down we saw the remnants of a fairly recent slab avalanche, not a very large
one, but it’s the only one I have seen and it’s a shame we weren’t there when it
happened. For those who may be interested, it was on the north-east aspect of the slope
just below Pt 1855. There was not much snow below the avalanche site, so it wasn’t going
very far and posed no real danger, but I wouldn't have wanted to be in it when it
happened.
As we took our places in the cars I wondered why there were feathers in my seat - they
hadn’t been there earlier. Then I noticed that they were coming out of my down jacket! I’d
punctured it in two places with my snow shovel! Mishap number four.
I can’t really say much about walking with the others since on this trip I spent most of the
time well at the back, but we were a pretty happy crowd when we reached the Sheffield
pub for burgers and beers. It was a fun trip, probably more fun for those who didn’t get
cramp and suffer other mishaps. My legs are now very sore and I’ve had to pull out of the
next trip up Mt Guinevere, which is very disappointing, but it was still a good day out and
I’m glad I did it. Thanks to Alan for arranging it all at short notice, and thanks to Bryce
especially for his life-saving electrolytes. I now have some of these in my first-aid kit.
Trip statistics
• Distance Walked: 13.9 km
• Min Elevation: 749 m
• Max Elevation: 2107 m
• Elevation gain: 1534 m
• Total walking time: 6 h 54m
• Total stopped time: 2h 06 m
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The trip participants were: Alan Ross (Leader), Barney Stephenson, Mafi Gehrig, Craig
Bunt, David Sutton, Kerrie Maynard, Ian Dunn, Xiaoqiu Jiang, Jonathan Carr, Chris
McGimpsey, Bryce Williamson, John West, and John Kerkhofs (Scribe and photographer)
--Uploaded by: John Kerkhofs on Sat Sep 21 2019

Little Mt Peel 22 Sept:
Alan led us up Little Mt. Peel for a bit of exercise, a view and some lunch. He advertised it
as an easy pace walk for people wanting to try medium rare and extend their boundaries,
and for me it seemed like an excellent alternative to Mt. Guinevere, to look after my sucky
lungs.
It doesn't seem like a long way compared to Big Mt. Peel, but my device told me we did
12.5 km and 1175 skyward metres. It definitely felt like a Medium day to me, followed by
pie and choc milk at Mayfield which was perfect for the drive home. There were nine in the
Little Peel party, Alan, Brian, Bernhard, Pip, Trudi and daughter, Harpreet, Mani and me,
and Max and friend formed the Mid Peel party. Thanks heaps to Alan without whom this
happy day wouldn't have happened yesterday.

Big Mt Peel in the distance - looking along the main access ridge.

Uploaded to FB page by Barney Stephenson
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can be made then the Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on
www.ctc.org.nz. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 Overnight Trip
Barry Watson
Organiser:
Vice President: Bill Johnson
022 049 3453
Social
Secretary:
Eric Skea
021 0247 5473
John West
Convenor:
Treasurer:
Carol Horgan
027 212 7294
Barney
Gear Custodian:
Club Captain: Alan Ross
384-6425
Stephenson
New Members
Emma Rogers
Rep:

0224916625

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 614 2255 IT Convenor:

Kelly Purdie

Editor:

Peter Hinchey

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton
Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 24 October 2019 – Thanks.
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021668895
021 230 2536
027 358 3281
0225948023
322-6196
0273656751
0212141907

